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Abstract
A numerical study of threedmensional wind flow around a tall buitdins is

prese.lted in-this pa¡er. The solution is obtained by solving weakly compressible üow
equations, along with Smagorinsky's subgrid-+cale turbulént moäel. The numerical
scheme is based on MacCormack's- predici-or-rorrector explicit finite volume method.First, the numerical model was verified by testiig a shear flow around
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unsteadv behavior of flow

1. INTRODUCTION

computational approach will occur in future. This trend has been
the rapid development of faster and less expensive supercomputer t
some attempts have been made to find a numerical solutibn to

around a Cube. The computed
to agree with the experimental data
87; Murakami and Mochida, 1988).
be and the unsteady characteristiés

condition symmetry. Hoprecluded õtrong unstear
process fro d.

Rece applied weakly compressible flow model with large eddy
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The calculated
surfaces agre€di:

around a taller
building is presented in this paper. The
compressible flow approach, are used to c
number - large Reynolds number conditio
structures of turbulence are directly calculat
with a subgrid scale turbulence model. ,The governing equations are solved nurnerically,.
using an explicit finite volume method based on Mac,Cormack's predictor-correctgr
scheme.

2. GOVERNTNG EQUATTONS

In wind eng onsidered to be at low Mach number
state, for which adequately described by a weakly
compressible flow

#**þ:o (r)

#* 4"¡u,) +| þ:,#, e)

where K=paf; is the bulk modr¡lus of fluid elasticity, and ao is the sound speed.
The pressure time-derivative term in the continuity equation, which is zero in

incompressible flow model, is retained to represent the effect of fast acoustic transport.
the large eddy simulation approach is adopted. By means of

over a small control volume in space (Deardorff, 1970), the
be written as:

#*4*-'') +å.ft ,ffi-uæ (s)

where P: p + å.¿"1- is arnorlified.pressure, and ri¡ - EE-å rt, Ef{is the

subgrid scale turbulence shear sttess.
The_simple.st and. most widely used subgrid model of the small--scale turbulence

is due to Smagorinsky (1963).

(3tr *Ft (4)ri: - - vt (ffii +7x*J

and

z¡ = (csa)2 (sr¡si.¡¡r/z (5)

where C, is a model coefûcient, Stj = #i + ffi, and A is a length associated with the

filter. tr'or brevity, the bar will be droppeT out in the follovring expressions.
The governing equations are solved numerically using the well-known explicit

finite volume method based on MacCormack's predictor--corrector scheme
(MacCormack, 1969).
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To avoid the necessity of using extremelY,-sJnal g¡id.s near.solij.!- wall, a wall

fnncrio-n", ãi-á-piiii"l iljp c"ondition,"is applied-(Y.ua1 e-t aI', 1991). The log law is
-assurred'to 

hold near the wall for the time averaged veloclty: i

,,',-,ü="2.51*ln | 9.0 ¡.ylv I
(6)

where ût = sign(7*)( l7* I I ùtl , is the time averaged wall shear velocity, 7o is the wall

shear sires3; and the bar here represelts a time-avbraged.valu.e' . ,""""" ¡.[-,idr[i.ã*,-ttã;t".ity profile can be given-using desired condition. In the

field of wind engineering, a power law u/uo=(y/á)a is assumed in the bou¡dary layer,

where o=1/4 in urban area with large roughness and llT.in.rnral area with small

å".i"fri;-Í; 
"¿¿itiõ", 

ttt" following cðnd.itioäs are also sp'eciûed at the upstream end,
'' 'I'tt:w=o,#:o' . (7)

At far dorvnstream, it is assumed that

Av. Av

---
clx ox

ôu ôP:=-ox ox =Q (8)

3. MODEL VALIDATION

calculated results with fine mesh system

defined as:

au: o'(1)*(r) (e)
u(¿)

where u(z) is the longi nênt, u¡(z) is
without building (input reterence velo
on the top axis-rèprese of the section
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(â) Velocity ' i .. (b) Vorl¡ô¡ly

time-averaged secondary'current (a)
a cubical building at the downstresm

¡i¡d vortidty contour (b)
eection, x/D=15

Fig. 3 Computed
of the flow around

4 TALI BU¡LDING CASE .; , ' I

4.1 Problem Definition i,
,' Computationally, there is no signific ,nt difference between a flow around a cube

around a tall building
which is studied here

a quite diffe¡ent flow
info¡mation around a

tall bodi is've¡y useful to the understanding of the physical nature of the vottex

of this numerical model is its ability to
, a nuinerical study on a turbulent shear
):leneth:heisht = 1.0:0.888914.6667 is
óoncðntrateîn the understanding of the
related to incrbased building height. By
around a cube, better understanding of

flow
and
flow
segments in vertical direction. To simulal
power law is assumed as the input profile. ' .

4.2 Time-Averaged Voitex Structure
The velocity fields at two levels are

ground, aS shown in Fig. 4(a), the reverse
front side is noticeable. At the section cl
intensity of the symmetric vortex in the
is apparently due to the combination of
theìôof thai tend to reinforce each other. ì 

,

locityi and vorticitf fields on the vertical plane of
5. The vortex getteiated by the flow separatioï at !h9
nd the ho¡seshoe vertex near the ground of the ftont (B)

)

)
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(a)

(q) veloc¡ty

(b)

TiC-. ¿ Computed time-averaged velocity
diffe¡ent levels in a she¿¡ flow aiound ¿ tali
close to the roof

field¡ on horizontal
building, (a) close to

planes at two
the ground; (b)

(b) Vorlictly

Fig. 5 Conputed time-averaged velocity and vorticity coDponent coûtour oa the
ÁymEetr¡cål plane in a shear flow around a tall building

The velocitv and
direction are shown in
shown in Fig. 6(a), thr
co¡ners, the horseshoe

destroyed by the strong ìryake
recovcry in the.cavity region. Tle unste edding may"be another"facioi
resultlng ln-the horseshoe vortex destructi y regiõn.

In order to further trace the horseshoe vortex, the i,orticity component ø* is now
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I'T;å.r"""*-?l:1åii;iiåtåiJTiii'åraä*Bentcontouts(r'r')at4

pfotted center of the horseshoe vortices
(ng. Za to e building side (Fig. 7b). Fig.
7(a) cle ) diffuse outward and gradually
weaken
induced by
center line.
Apparently,
vortices (A)
the building .gthened and swept downward by the main
stream downwash in the cavity region, and finally extend far downstream.

Fig. 7
ground
a¡ouid

Computed titrIe-{ver,aged vorticity compone¡t contours (r,¡) on near
plqg.(a) lnd a vertical plane close to building side (b) in a she¿¡ 0ow
a tall building

4.3 Unóteady Characteristics
As revèaled by the time-àver

there a¡e several different types of
complex flow field. Moreover, these lar
some degree' making the time-averag
analysis of the calculated instantaneous
mechanism of flow unsteadiness of the I

ing.

D
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5. CONCrusroNs
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(a) (b)

(b) Vorllclty

Fig. I The lifl md drag coefñcient (Cr and C¿) tuctualions in a ¡hear flow
a¡ound ¡ tall huilding; (a) over entire building sulacee; (b) at half building
.hejght, per unit length

(a) Velocily

Fig. l0 One insta¡taneous velocity and vorticity ûeld oh the ¡ymmetrical plane
in a ¡hear llow around a tall building

(a) , (u)

Fig. ll Two instaritaneou! velocity fields et the dowtrstreâm section (x/D=15)
in a she¿¡ flow uound ô tall building

computation. , 
.

The computed results show that the twin axial the
horseshoe vortex even tïough both kinds of vortices rved
over a cross-,section. It is fóund that the twin axial the
roof side edges, like tip vortex, then strengthened by the downwash from main stream.

._
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